5 May 2005

Professor R Preston McAfee
J Stanley Johnson Professor
California Institute of Technology
100 Baxter Hall, MC228-77
Pasadena, CA 91125
USA

Fax: 00 1 626 793 4681

Dear Professor McAfee,

CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE GLOBAL TRADING SYSTEM AND THE WTO
- Series Editors: Kym Anderson and Bernard Hoekman

We are clearing permissions for the volume *The WTO and Government Procurement* edited by Simon J. Evenett, Professor of International Trade and Economic Development, University of St Gallen, Switzerland and Bernard Hoekman, Research Manager, International Trade, World Bank, USA, which is part of the above series.

We would like to inform you as a courtesy that Elsevier have granted us permission to reprint your co-authored article:


Please note that the book is designed to supplement the research resources in newly founded libraries. The volume will be published in English in hardback only on a very low print run of 500 copies. Publication of this title is anticipated in late 2005.

We will be paying a fee of UK £162 + VAT to Elsevier for the right to reprint your work. In addition, we are willing to offer you (and your co-author) the opportunity to purchase this volume, for personal use but not for resale, at a discount of 75% off the published price plus postage and packing. We will forward to you full details and an order form upon publication of the collection.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Nicola Mills
Acting Manager, Reference Collections

email: Nicola@e-elgar.co.uk
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5 May 2003

Professor R Preston McAfee
J Stanley Johnson Professor
California Institute of Technology
100 Baxter Hall, MC228-77
Pasadena, CA 91125
USA

Fax: 00 1 626 793 4681

Dear Professor McAfee,

CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE GLOBAL TRADING SYSTEM AND THE WTO
- Series Editors: Kym Anderson and Bernard Hoekman

We are clearing permissions for the volume The WTO and Government Procurement edited by Simon J. Evenett, Professor of International Trade and Economic Development, University of St Gallen, Switzerland and Bernard Hoekman, Research Manager, International Trade, World Bank, USA, which is part of the above series.

We would like to inform you as a courtesy that Elsevier have granted us permission to reprint your co-authored article:


Please note that the book is designed to supplement the research resources in newly founded libraries. The volume will be published in English in hardback only on a very low print run of 500 copies. Publication of this title is anticipated in late 2003.

We will be paying a fee of UK £162 + VAT to Elsevier for the right to reprint your work. In addition, we are willing to offer you (and your co-author) the opportunity to purchase this volume, for personal use but not for resale, at a discount of 75% off the published price plus postage and packing. We will forward to you full details and an order form upon publication of the collection.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Nicola Mills
Acting Manager, Reference Collections

email: Nicola@e-elgar.co.uk